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A message from the editor…
Hi everyone,
I hope you are looking forward to reading the 3rd Edition of St Mary’s News – arguably, this edition is the most
important yet as it will be enjoyed by some of you at school and some of you at home too. Hopefully, as you read,
you will feel connected to our St Mary’s family as you hear from different members of our school community – we
still remain One Family although we may not all be together at the moment.
In our ‘Wonderful Work Gallery’, we have included examples of learning that has been going on remotely as well
as some learning from in school too. I wonder if any of you can spot your own writing…
Anyway, I won’t keep you any longer – I would suggest that you find somewhere cosy, settle down with your
favourite snack or drink (perhaps a nice hot chocolate!) and enjoy reading St Mary’s News Ed. 3.
Keep smiling,
Miss Sherlock

The Latest Recipe Recommendation…
Miss Cosgrove’s Oat Pancakes
Ingredients
40g Porridge Oats, blitzed to a powder.
3/4 of a tbsp of sugar
4 tbsp of Greek yoghurt
1tsp of vanilla essence
3/4 of tsp of baking powder
Method
1) Mix all of the ingredients in a bowl. Make sure you mix
carefully and none of the oats are stuck at the bottom.
2) Leave the mix to sit for 10 minutes. This bit is really
important if you want fluffy pancakes.
3) Heat a small frying pan with a little bit of oil or butter (get
an adult to help). Pour in small batches of the mix. When the
mix starts to firm up and holes appear, flip the pancakes.
Continue to cook for a short while and
serve.
4) I like to serve mine topped with
Nutella, strawberries and blueberries –
what will you serve with yours?!

This Edition’s Book Recommendations…
From Mrs Alvarez
Bad Nana by Sophie Hen
Three fast, fun and fabulous stories in which Bad Nana shows that
being a granny doesn’t mean you can’t have a seriously fun time. I
loved the way that Nana out smarts those who want to stop children
having fun from the park to the most boring school trip ever. Great
illustrations too.

Planet Omar Accidental Trouble
Magnet by Zanib Main
Omar and his crazy family move house, move school and into a whole world of
chaos. You will getting to know Omar, how he meets friend and enemies, gets lost
of a school trip and a lot more. Its and funny and thoughtful book –if you like Tom
Gates you will love Omar!

The Girl Who Stole an Elephant by Nizrana
Farook
Chaya is an incredible character who can talk her way in and out trouble until the
day she goes to far..
Chaya must survive a jungle adventure, steal an elephant and save her best friend!
This story is so action packed you will not be able to put in down and you will need
a little nap to recover!

The Legend of Podkin One Ear by Kieran Larwood
If you like fantasy, furious and frightening battles this is the book for you. Podkin
is the son of the warrior chieftain and having a great life with his siblings until
their village is attacked and they must run for their lives chased by the terrifying
Gorm. Nowhere is safe . Will Podkin survive and save his friends and family?
This is book is a meeting of The Hobbit and rabbits – did I not say? Podkin is a
very different sort of rabbit …

The Boggart by Susan Cooper
Author of The Dark is Rising introduces us to the most magical,
mischievous invisible spirit called Boggart. After living for generations
in a mysterious castle in Scotland Boggart accidently end up in Torronto
and has risk using the most dangerous magic to try and find his way
home. Beautifully written and a perfect mix of traditional and modern
story telling.

PS. If you liked any of these books there are more in each series!

Test your knowledge!
With Mrs Lillywhite
1) Which of these animals has 3 hearts?
a) Cow
b) Octopus c) Jellyfish
2) Which of these planets is closest to the sun?
a) Saturn b) Venus
c) Mercury
3) Which three countries border Spain?
a) France, Andorra, Portugal
b) France, Italy, Portugal

c) France, Greece, Italy

4) Which country has the world’s largest population (number of people)?
a) Russia
b) China
c) United States of America
5) What is the capital city of Australia?
a) Canberra
b) Sydney

c) Perth

6) Who will be king of Britain after Queen Elizabeth II?
a) Charles, Prince of Wales
b) Prince William, Duke of Cambridge
George

c) Prince

7) How many states are there in the Unites States of America?
a) 50
b) 45
c) 40
8) Who sang the 2020 hit Before You Go?
a) Ed Sheran
b) Lewis Capaldi

c) Little Mix

9) Which English novelist wrote the classic book Black Beauty?
a) Lewis Carroll
b) Jane Austen c) Anna Sewell
10) Who was the first female Prime Minister of England?
a) Theresa Mary b) Baroness Margaret Thatcher c) Emmeline Pankhurst

Answers:
1)

c

2) c

3) a

4) b

5) a

6) a

7) a

8) b

9) c

10) b

Teacher Talk…
From Miss Sherlock
I am the kind of person who likes to be busy; I enjoy being productive
and getting things done. If you have been in my class before, you
might know this – I really enjoy it, and feel proud, when the children
in my class work together to achieve something.
I am also the kind of person that likes to be active – for me, there is
no better feeling than getting out of the house and enjoying a walk,
run or cycle. I love the feeling of the fresh air on my face and feeling
as though I have accomplished something – I always feel better for
doing some exercise. For me, being active is a great way to be productive and ‘get the job done’. It
makes me feel good and have a more positive outlook on my day.
Do you enjoy getting active or do you feel disappointed when a friend or family member asks you to
join them for a walk? Over the past few months, going out for ‘daily exercise’ has been something
that many people have held on to. It has kept people going because physical activity is proven to
have a positive impact on our mind set and mood. It can help to improve our focus or attitude and,
most of all, it makes us feel good!
What has kept you going during lockdown? It might be spending time outside, reading a good book or
playing a favourite game.
It is really important, during these strange times, that we hold on to the aspects of our lives that make
us happy – activities that make us feel productive and as though we have achieved something – no
matter how big or small. If we are having a ‘not-so-good’ day, doing something we love can bring us
joy and help us to feel more positive.
So, my challenge to you… today: spend time doing something you love to make you feel good.
Read that book.
Go on that bike ride.
Bake those cookies.
Write that story.
Play that game…
and enjoy every moment!
When times are good or when times are tricky, make time for yourself to do something you love – and
focus all of your attention on it. Your activity doesn’t have to be big or grand or special – it can be as
long or as short as you like, so long as it brings you joy.
I hope that you will feel better for it.

You are special and you are important – make sure
you take care of yourself and spend time doing
things that make you feel good.

Wonderful Work Gallery…

Mitchell Class

Austen Class

Russell Class

Paulet Class

White Class

Dickens Class

Nightingale
Class

Wellington
Class

Nelson Class

Brunel Class

Davies Class

What is going on in the world?
Elephants counted from
space for conservation
project
Satellite technology is being used to count African elephants from space.
Scientists believe it's a breakthrough that could help conservation of the animals.
The images are being taken from an Earth-observation satellite orbiting 600km (372 miles)
above the planet's surface.
It could allow up to 5,000 sq km of elephant habitat - that's the area of around 700,000
football pitches - to be searched through on a single cloud-free day.

All the elephant counting is done via machine learning - a computer algorithm trained to
identify elephants in a variety of backdrops.
"We just present examples to the algorithm and tell it, 'This is an elephant, this is not an
elephant,'" said Dr Olga Isupova, from the University of Bath.
"By doing this, we can train the machine to recognise small details that we wouldn't be able
to pick up with the naked eye."

What is going on in the world?
Cristiano Ronaldo: Whose
goal scoring record has
Juventus star reportedly beaten?
Lots of experts are saying that Cristiano Ronaldo has become the top scoring
footballer of all time.
His goal for Juventus in the club's 2-0 Italian Super Cup win over Napoli took him to 760
goals in his career.
According to the official record books, that's one more than his closest rival - a footballer
called Josef Bican from the Czech Republic.
However, the Czech football federation published a statement claiming Bican's tally actually
stands at 821, meaning Ronaldo would have to score 62 more goals to become the top
scorer in football history.

But, who is Josef Bican and how did he manage to score so many goals? Here's everything
you need to know about the forgotten man of football.
It's quite difficult to accurately say how many goals Josef Bican scored because he played in
a time when records weren't kept as thoroughly.
However, many experts say that between 1931 and 1955, he scored a remarkable 759 goals
in 495 games.
You might be wondering where Brazilian legend Pele sits in this. His old club Santos claim
his friendly match goals count and he's therefore scored over a thousand goals.
However, take away all the friendly matches and youth games and he supposedly sits just
under Ronaldo and Bican with 757.

Something to keep you busy…
Have a go at this New Year i-Spy activity!

